Design Considerations on Implementing an Indoor Moving Objects Management System
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Abstract. In this paper, we present a framework to implement a database management extension for indoor moving objects based on a commercial Object-Relational DBMS. As most people are living in indoor spaces, it is valuable to investigate people’s moving trajectories in indoor space so as to develop indoor location-based services. We first present the general idea of managing indoor moving objects via ORDBMS, as well as the detailed design on the data types and operations. Then, we give the implemental results and a case study is presented.
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1 Introduction

Traditional moving object data management focused on GPS-supported moving objects in outdoor environment [1-2], and little effort has been done on moving objects in indoor space. However, people spend most of their time in indoor space, such as office building, shopping mall, metro station and museum. Recently, wireless positioning techniques like RFID, wifi and Bluetooth offer opportunities for us to track indoor moving objects. Thus it brings new challenges in indoor moving objects management [3].

Indoor space has some unique features, compared with outdoor space [4]. Firstly, the moving of objects is constrained by rooms and doors. In particular, objects have to pass by the door when moving from one room to another one. Secondly, the distance measurement is different from that in outdoor space. The latter usually employs the Euler distance. However, this is not applicable in indoor space, due to the existence of doors and rooms. Finally, the positioning ways in indoor space usually use sensors like RFID and Bluetooth, which are differing from the GPS receiver in outdoor environment. The indoor positioning techniques are not able to report the precise positions of indoor moving objects.

Previous research on indoor moving objects management were mainly focused on data models [1], indexes [2], and specific indoor query processing [2], whereas little work has been done in the implementation of real database management systems for indoor moving objects. To our best knowledge, there are no real systems built so far.

Aiming at providing practical support of indoor moving objects management for various commercial applications, we present an extension of Object-Relational
DBMS in this paper, which is called IndoorDB. IndoorDB is based on our previous work on indoor data model [4] and is developed using the cartridge technology provided by Oracle, which enables us to add new data types as well as functions and indexing methods into the kernel of Oracle. The unique features of IndoorDB can be summarized as follows:

(1) It is SQL-compatible and built on a widely-used commercial DBMS. Thus it can be easily used in real database applications for indoor scenarios and provides a practical solution for indoor moving objects management under current database architecture.

(2) It supports various moving objects types specially designed for indoor LBS applications, such as moving number, moving bool, moving string, indoor position, indoor space, and indoor moving object. Combined with ten types of spatiotemporal operations supported by those new data types, users can represent indoor space and indoor moving objects for various applications. Moreover, different types of spatiotemporal queries are supported by IndoorDB, such as indoor navigation, indoor KNN, trajectory queries, range queries, and so on.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the design of a data model for indoor space. Section 3 is focused on the data types, which will be extended into ORDBMS. Section 4 presents the implemental issues, and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 A Data Model for Indoor Space

Indoor space data model needs to describe three kinds of indoor entities, including indoor elements, sensor deployment and moving object data. Fig. 1(a) is the entity-relationship graph of traditional symbolic model. Indoor element includes Room and Door, and Room is connected with Door. Moving Objects are detected by Sensor. Sensor is deployed in Room or Door. Moving Object is located in Room. As indoor element is abstracted as symbol, there is no geometric data of indoor element, which leads to symbolic moving object location and inaccurate indoor distance calculation.

![entity-relationship graph of indoor space model](image-url)
To address this problem, we propose to add entity Grid as indoor space primitive geometry (as shown in Fig. 1(b)). Room and Door are composed with Grids, which can represent geometry information. Sensor and Moving Objects are located in Grids, which are more accurate than symbolic locations.

We design new data types to represent indoor space and indoor moving objects, namely temporal data types, spatial data types, and moving objects types (as shown in Fig.2). The moving objects types contain moving base types and indoor moving object types. The former refers to the numeric, Boolean, or string values changing with time, whereas the latter refers to the indoor moving objects as well as their trajectories. All the new data types are implemented by PL/SQL using the CREATE TYPE statement.

In Fig.2, the indoor spatial types are defined on the basis of the data model shown in Fig.1, in which we divide the whole indoor space as a set of grid. The sensors and doors are defined as indoor position types.

![Fig. 2. The type system of IndoorDB](image)

3 Implementation

The IndoorDB data model can be effectively implemented on typical object-relational DBMS. Object-relational DBMS provides extensions support for new data types and functions, and has been studied in traditional spatiotemporal data management [6]. The architecture is shown in Fig. 3. The C Library provides the core support for the indoor moving objects data types and operations. The IndoorDB module is the component that actually brings the indoor moving objects management support into the DBMS. Once installed, it becomes an integral part of the DBMS; no external modules are necessary. The module is written mostly in C, and makes heavy use of the C Library. The ORDBMS Extending Tool is provided by the DBMS.

When the IndoorDB module is installed into DBMS, users can use standard SQL to gain indoor location-based services from the DBMS. No external works impose on users.
Each new data type (ADT, abstract data type) is implemented and registered into the object-relation DBMS. When creating a new data type, some support routines must be provided, which will deal with the casts between the internal representation in DBMS and the external representation out of DBMS.

Now we can use the new data types to represent indoor space and moving objects. For example, we can create following table to represent a shopping mall as well as the moving objects (people) inside it:

- Mall(Mid:number,Mname:string,Mbuilding:ingmg);
- Stores(Rid:number,Mid:number,Rname:string,Rreg:inregion);
- Doors(Did:number,Mid:number,Dloc:ingrid);
- Customers(Cid:number,Cname:string,Ctraj:mov(ingrid))

Due to the missing of real dataset for demonstrating indoor moving objects management, we also develop an indoor data generator called IndoorSTG [7, 8]. Using IndoorSTG, we can generate simulated indoor moving trajectories, which can be further imported into IndoorDB for query evaluation, as shown in Fig.4

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed some design considerations on the data model and implementation of indoor moving objects. We present a preliminary design for a
grid-based indoor space model, and define the new data types for representing indoor space as well as indoor moving objects. We have implemented the proposed indoor data model on Oracle using the cartridge extension technique. In the future, we will concentrate on the optimization of the indoor moving objects extension.
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